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A RADIATIVE TRANSFER MODEL FOR MICROWAVE
EMISSIONS FROM HARE AGRICULTUkAL SOILS
William J. Burke,* and JacY F. Paris 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center
SUMMARY
A radiative transfer model for the emission of microwave radiation from
agricultural fields was developei. The predictions of the model are found to
be in good agreement with preliminary data from the Phoenix Passive Microwave
Imaging System observations. A sun angle effect observed in the L band data
makes a simple comparison of the model with observations impossible at this
time. An inversion-of the model was capable of predicting the moisture content
of the top centimeter of soil with an accuracy of approximately 1 percent. The
model has been used to distinguish the microwave signatures of smooth and
rough surfaces.
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this memorandum is to present a theoretical model 	 adi-
ative emissions from bare agricultural fields. The model utilizes the - 'ative
transfer equation to calculate emissions from stratified soil in terms of bright-
ness temperatures at vertical and horizontal polarizations as a function of
look angle and moisture and temperature profiles of the soil. The model was
developed to assist in the analysis of data fror an aircraft experiment con-
ducted during April, 197 4 . Data from the experiment have not been completely
reduced. A small fraction (^-1 percent) of the data have been reduced using
by hand methods and are presented in a preliminary form. The data are used to
verify the model and point out the capabilities and limitations of the model
for analyzing radiometric data.
The first section gives an overview of the experiment and is followed by
the development of the model and a comparison of its predictions with prelimi-
nary X band data. On the basis of this comparison aii inversion is presented.
A few words of caution are given concerning applications of the model to L band
observations. A program listing of the model calculations is in the appendix.
*NASA Research Center.
tLockheed Electrnnics Company and University of Houston.
7- 	 -.
THE SOTL MOISTURE: EXPERIMENT
A feasibility test for detecting soil moisture using microwave remote sens-
ing, techniques was conducted under NA^A auspices near Phoenix, Arizona April 5
and 6, 1974. Contributing investigators dune from the .Johnsen Space Center,
Goddard Space Flight Center, Agriculture Research Serv!ce of USDA, Environmental
Research Institute of Michigan, University of Arkansas, University of Kansas,
and Texas A&M University. X and L band radiometers were flown over four flight
lines. Lines 1 and ' are 32 kilometers (20 miles) long and alined north-south
and lines 3 and 4 are 64 kilometers (40 miles) long, east-west alined. Three
flights were made over the flight lines during the early afternoon of April 5
and a single flight at dawn April 6. At the time of the flights soil and tem-
perature grLaund truth samples were taken from 95 16 hectares (forty acre) fields.
Moisture samples were taken "ram the tops and bottoms of furrows a`. depths of
0 to 1, 1 to P, 2 to 5, 5 to 9 and 9 to 15 cm at four points in each field.
Temperature samples from the center of each layer were taken at. one site per
field. Soil samples were t.aKen to the Agriculture Research Service Lat ratory
In Chickasha, Okalahoma for hygroscopic (ref. 1) toad texture analysis. To
measure the dielectric coefficients at X and L band frequencies samples of
representative soil types were taken to Texas A&M University. 're date, the
dielectric coefficient analyses at X band have been completed but the L band
have not.
The X and L band radiometers carried aboard the NASA P3A aircraft are the
Passive Microwave Imaging System (PHIS) and Multifrequency Microwave Radiometer
(MFMR). The PM1S (ref. 2) is a 10.69 CHz imaging radiometer that scans in 44
steps along an azimuthal are of 1 34.50 at a constant look angle of 49.5 0 . The
antenna is a dual polarized cross slot array electronically stepped for scan-
ning. Beer-se of programming difficulties, PMIS data are riot completely re-
duced. At the time of the April mission only the L band (1.42 CHz) component
of MFMR was installed in the aircraft, (ref. 3). `I'lle antenna is a flat plate
dipole array whose look angle and polarization must be manually set. On the
first afternoon and on the dawn flights the antenna was set at nadir look. The
look angle was 40 0 for the second and third afternoon flights. Vertical and
horizontal polarized brightness temperatures were reasured on the respective
flights. The M 1FMR data have been reduced.
MICROWAVE t'MISSION FROM SOILS
This section discusses the problem of calculating the intensity of micro-
wave emission measured by an antenna above an agricultural surface. Developing
the radiative transfer model the following simplifying assumptions were made:
1. The radiation is incoherent
There is no attenuation or emission between the surface and antenna
3. The sky brightness is isotropic and has a value of 300
2
tk. Moisture and temperature are functions of depth only
5. Dielectric properties are constant across any given layer of soil
6. The surface of the soil is smooth
The extent these assump t ions breaK down is discussed where the predictions of
the model are compared with PMIS and MFMR data.
A cross section of a stratified soil is shown on figure 1. Layers have
thicknt- g ses AZ,, which are not necessarily the same for all layers. The ,j th
layer is banded on the top by the j th surface and by the ,j th surface on
the bottom. Within this layer the dispersion relation for electromagnetic wave
2
propagation is k2 = (A) u^ t	 The frequency is w in radians/sec, c the
velocity of light, u the magnetic permeability (assumed equal to one) and
F,j = f 
	 + iE I, is the complex dielectric coefficient. Written as
k i = ^ (^^ + ia j ), then
L
`"xJ + Syj + BZ, - Cax, + a	 +yj	azi = CRJ	 ( 1 )
20 1 • a •j 
z EI,j
Snell's law shows that the component of the wave vector parallel to the surface
is a conserved quantity. Thus
Bx2+g2=constant=Sin 2 6o
and
C1 x. = aye = 0
8
U 
is the angle the ray emerges fr:cr the soil with respect t') the surface
normal. It ranges in value between 0 and 90°. Eouation (1) reduces to
^Z2 - C1
2 = ^Rj - Sin 2©o	 (2)
zj
and
26 zi 'zj 
= EIj
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At the boundary between the ,j and J-1 layers radiation is partially reflected
and transmitted. The fractions of the incident ^Iectric field with horizontal
and vertical polarizatiot.^ reflected back into the ,j th layer are given by
the Fresnel coefficients.
p = kzj	 k z -1	 (^)
H	 kz .j + k7J-1
Q-1 kz j - Q kzj-1
p V 	 J-1 k
z,j + Q kz.j - 1
where k
z,j	 z,j= R 	+ is z,j *	 Thus s 	 a z , p If and p V all depend on the complex
dielectric coefficient and angle 0 o that the ray emerges from the soil.
An attempt to construct a radiative transfer equation that describes radi-
ation emitted from a stratified soil is now made. Within the first layer the
radiative transfer equation is
•	 d I
J sd z	 Y1 Iw + y 1 J u	 (5)
y is usually written as a product of the density and monochromatic mass absorp-
tion coefficient. By writing the Poynting theoren, in an appropriate form it can
be shown that y i = 2wa zi (0 0 VC.
I	 is the intensity of rcd!.ation . ,,t frequency w. J
w 
is the Planck
emission function. In the microwave frequency range Planck's emission law re-
duces to the Rayleigh-Jeans approximation, where J
w 
is proportional to the
temperature of the medium T. Adopting a similar scaling rule for I
w , 
and
5
Ieffective temperature T
p 
oan be defined which is directly proportional to I .
W
The su pscript w is suppressed and T  refers to the intensity in a narrow
range near w. The subarript p refers to a polarization state. Since J
W
is isotropic and independent of polarization no designation is necessary. The
radiative transfer equation in the first layer may be written
dT
	d Y iT	 p	 i
This equation can be integrated from a point Just below the surface to a point
Just above the interface between the first and second layers. Because the
dielectric properties are assumed to be constant %cross the layer
^z
Tp (1_ ) - T1	
-y Az
1 - e	 1 1) + Tp (2+)e -Y 1 1	 (7)
The argument Nt implics that the measurement is made above (+) or below (-)
the N th interface. The fi-st term on the right hand side of equation 7 ac-
counts for radiation emitted within the first layer and comes directly to the
surface. The second term describes upwelling radiation at the bottom of the
second layer. This in turn has two components: first, radiation emitted in the
first layer and reflected at f he interface between the first and second layers;
and second, radiation transmitted from lower layers.
P	 P2 1 (	 -YIAz1)
	
(3)
+ Tp (2- ) (1-Rp2)
R 
p2 
is the absolute value squared of the Fresnel coefficient for p polariza-
tion (equation 4). The radiation field Just above the surface is the value
just below multiplied by the transmittance (1-Rpl)
	
Tp (1+ ) = (1-Rpl) T  (1-)
	
(9)
 -Y
l Az^/1-R 1 T1 ( 1-e_^^"zl)	 e
 p)('+Rp2
+ (1-Rp ,)
P
 
T ( 2 ) e
6
The radiative transfer equation can be Integrated again to calculate T (2 ).
Repeating the procedure for N layers gives	 p
h
Tp(1+,H^)	 L 1 ,
	1-e Yi(©o) AZ	 1+Rp,i+l (too ) e	 i o	 zi	 (10)
i=1
itTi (1-xp,3 ( eo )) a _FaYQ,-1(a0 )AZ k-1
,J=1 1=2
The brightness temperature measured by the antennf. is the sum of the reflected
sky brightness and radiation emitted from the soil
TB.P (©o ) - TSKY RP. l 
(Uo	
P
) + T (1+ , ©o )
A computer program was written that used as its inputs the moisture and tem-
perature profiles measured in the Phoenix fields. Dielectric coefficients were
calculated using the soil type characteristic of each field with the polynomial
representation given from Texas A&M measurements. With this informa"ion
equation 11 could be calculated and results of the model compared with PMIS
observations.
A COMPARISON WITH PRELIMINE,RY PASSIVE MICROWAVE IMAGING SYSTEM (PMIS) DATA
April 5 and 6, 1974 missions PMIS data have not been reduced to the point
where average temperatures and standard deviatiuns over fields are readily
available. However, it is possible to take data from uncorrected printouts
and estimate average temperatures by considering only data taken near the
center of a field. The preliminary nature of average values cannot be over-
stressed. They do serve the useful purpose of helping to check the model's
validity. The PMIS data ar- taken from .lines 4 and 1 on the first flight of
April 5 flight, and are given in Table I.
A program was developed, which tikes the observed moisture and temperature
profiles as well as soil types and calculates the horizontal and vertical
rightness for the top and bottom of furrows in ten degree increments from 0
to 900 . A quick preliminary check of the specular model's applicability is to
compare whether the predicted temperature at a look angle of 0 0 falls between
the PMIS Tv and Th observations. No field failed to meet the minimal criterion.
(11)
^^	 7
TABLE I.— PMIS DATA FROM LINEZ 1+ AND 1 ON THE FIP.ST
FLIGHT APRIL 5, 1974
Field Tv Th Rd	 ']
237 287 273 1.(1
242 288 275 1.6
243 286 274 1.7
254 289 274 3.3
255 291 274 4.1
257 286 269 2.4
260A 283 267 4.4
261 287 272 3.3
264 286 274 2.8
299 281 266 2.5
300 285 266 2.3
317 ')88 251 1.7
334 281+ 272 1.4
102 277 266
loo 283 271
]06A 283 261 8.8
126 285 274
Field 260A was selected to illustrate the capabilities of the model.
Ground observations were simultaneous with the overpass. Average moisture and
temperature profiles for the field are given in Table IIa. There is a wide
difference between the moisture in the 0 to 1 cm layers of the top and bottom
of furrows. Temperatures predicted by the model for the top and bottom of
furrows are given in Table IIb. The temperature 272° K at 00 look angle from
the top of the furrow lies between the PMIS T V = 283° K and T)1 = 267° K
observations; the 225° K temperature of the furrows bottom does not. It is
concluded that most of the radiation reaching the PMIS antenna comes from the
top of furrow^. Furrows in field 260A had a height of 
—
27 cm at a separation
of 1 neter and were alined perpendicular to the flight line. Thus, significant
shadowing of the bottom of the furrow :s not a complete surprise.
8
f #^
I
_S
mABLE IIa.- AVERAGE FIELD MOISTURE AND TEMPERATURE. PROFILES
Field 260A
Layer MoIstiire Temperature (°K)
1 4.114 305.5
10.8 303.7
0 3 19.7 301.4
N
4 21.6 297.3
5 23.7 290.3
1 12.8 3o4.4
17.5 302.0
e
3 21.1 2.99.2
4 23.6 295.4
5 23.0 289.3
TABLE IIb.- PREDICTED TE'YEFAVJhLS BY THE MODEL FOR TOP AND BOTTOM OF FIJP.ROWS
Field 260A
Top Bot t orn
00 Tv 7n 2v Th
0" I	 271.9 271.9 225.1 225.:
lU° (	 272.4 271.2 225.7 224.9
20 1) I	 275. 4 268.2 230.2 220.5
30° 280.4 262.6 238.0 212.6
40' 287.3 253.2 249.5 200.5
50 0 295.6 238.3 I	 265.0 181.2
60° 302.6 214.7 283.9 159.3
70 0 299.3 177.5 300.8 127.1
80 0 253.5 119.3 285.3 84.7
^0 0 30.0 30.0 30.0 30.0
^^	 t
9
iredicted temperatures from the top of furrows as a function of look .-mgle
are plot:,, on Figure 2. The straight lines marked T
V
 and T I f are PMIS observa-
tions. These curves intersect near a look angle of 30 0 . An inspection of data
from the other fields show that with the exception of fiend 317, the intersec-
ti^)n of predicted and observed temperatures occurs near 30 0 . Field 317 was a
flat, smooth field. Here PMTS observations intersect the prediction curves near
0=500 . The conclusion is that surface roughness changes the effective look
angle from 50 to 30°. Such an effect was anticipated by predictions of a rough
surface emission model develor-1 by Ulaby et al. (ref. 4). Their geometrical
optic: model predicts that as roughness increas.as the vertical emissivity is
depressed and horizontal emissivity enhanced relative to the emissivity of n
specul.ar surface. Thus from a specular point of view, observations made at a
look angle of 500 appear, to be made at a lesser angle. The apparen4L univer-
sality of the 300 observation suggests the roughness model can be inverted to
determine the size of cic .ds responsible for the X band emissions from Phoenix
fields.
Two sets of calculations were made using varied layer patterns. I'or the
first calculation temperature and moisture of the first two layers were
averaged and combined. For the second calculation, all layers were set at a
thickness of 0.5 cm. The temperature and moisture in each layer was set as the
average of a linear interpclation across the layer; neither satisfied the zero
look angle criterion as well as the ordinary prri'ile.
AN ATTM'T AT INVERSI0N
If a model is to be useful {n remote sensing it must be capable of inver-
sior.. We must be able to go from aircraft observations to an estimate of the
soil moisture. To effect such an inversion, the bribhtness temperatures of a
set of pseudo-field:, have been calculated. The temperature profile free top
to bottom of these fields was set at T1 = 303, T2
 = 301, T3
 = 299, T4 = 297,
T5 = 295. The moisture profile was PM(1) = M, PM(?) = M + 2, PM(3) = M + 7,
PM(4) :- M + -t4, PM(5) = M + 16. The dielectric coefficient is that of sandy
clay. M was given values of 1 to 25 but the percent moisture in any given
layer was not allowed to exceed 30 percent. This moisture profile is referred
to as the ordinary profile. Other moisture profiles with sharper gradients
were used. Unless otherwise specified we will be referring to model results
asing the ordinary profiles.
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Values of calculated brightness temperatures as a function of the percent
moisture in the first layer PM(1) are plotted on Figure 3 for look angles of
0, 30, and 50 0 . At the 0 0 look angle and PM(1) > 10 percent the average slope
is -3.5° K/percent moisture. The slope tends to decrease at higher values
of PM(1). For this reason it is thought that the model's predictions are con-
sistent with the observations of a -3.3° K/percent moisture slope reported by
Schmugge (ref. 1) for moistures up to 35 percent. Also the plot on Figure 3 can
be used to attempt an inversion. Unless the presence of a flat field is indi-
cated by the large s`paration between TV and Tii , it is assumed that PMIS obser-
vations come from an effective look angle of 30 0 . The estimates gairied by
this method are found to vary by no more than 1 percent from the average values
of PM(1) found in ground truth results.
The predicted difference between T v acid T  as a function of PM(1) at look
angles of 20, 30, 40 and 500 are plotted on Figure 4. A scatter plot of PMIS
observed values of TV - T  as a function of observed PM(1) is superimposed cn
the calculations. Average values -)f fields 317 A, B, C, D are found near the
a0 = 50° curve while the nest of the data points lie close to the 0 0 = 300
curve.
Figure 5 is a plot of the average value of the vertical and horizontal
brightness temperatures as a function of PM(1). The curves are for 00 = 300
and 50 0 . We note that 112 (TV + T H ) is only slightly dependent on the surface
roughness characteristics. A scatter plot of PMIS observations appears less
cirrelated with the 112 (TV Y T H ) predictions than with the (T V - T H ) predic-
tions.
A plot of (TV - T H ) as a funciton of 112 (T V + T H ) for 00 = ?0 and 50 0 is
given on Figure 6. The nearly vertical curves are lines of constant moisture.
A scatter plot of PMIS observations is also displayed. Data no?nts taken fro,,,
fields 313 and 296 appear on the graph. Aerial photographs show the fields were
being irrigated during the overpass. No ground truth for these fields is avail-
able. Tin,. anomalous positions of the points on the graph suggest that the beam
is made up of components from smooth water flowing in furrows and relatively
dry tops of furrows. SignaLures from a small pond and large metal building on
line L are plotted. The pond is cool and flat but the metal building is cold
with no t-ppreciable polarization.
It should be pointed out that if 112 (T V + Tif ) and (TV - T H ) should turn
out to be significant paramete_ •s, it would not be a total surprise. Pari.s
(ref. 5) has shown that these quantities are the non-zero components o f the
Stokes vector. Effectively the model sums up the contributions of the Stokes
vector for each layer.
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Figure 3.- Nodel calculations for vertical and horizonta' polarizations at
Oo = 00 , 30 0 and 50 0 as a function of the percent moisture in the top
layer cif' soil.
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Figure 4.- Difference between predicted vertical and horizontal polarization
brightness temperature for 90 = 20 0 , 300 , LOO and 500 as a function of
the percent moisture in the top layer.
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Figure 5.- The average of the predicted vertical and horizontal polarization
bright,ne::: t<!mperatures for 6o = 300 and 500
 as a function of the percent
moisture in the top layer.
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The model provides a means of knowing from what depth the radiation reach-
ing the antenna comes. Figure 7 gives the contributions from the first, second,
third, and fourth layers as a function of PM(1) for the ordinary profile. The
cuntributiun from the first layer is greatest for PM(1) = 11 percent. Although
the radiation generated in this layer increases with increasing moisture, the
fraction allowed to escape decreases. Output calculations were made with dif-
ferent moisture gradients. Contributions from the first three layers as a func-
tion of PM(2) are plotted on Figure R. Beside each curve is the percent mois-
ture in the first layer. Although the contributions from the first and second
layers incre:,_se with increasing PM(2), the output from the third layer mono-
tonically decreases. The sum of the contributions, except in the case of very
dry crusts, Plows little informat^or ► about the actual gradient that gets
through. In fact it is impossible to distinguish between cases in which
PM(l) = 1 percent, I'M(2) = 20 percent from PM(1) = 4 percent, PM(2) = 6 percent
even though the average moisture over the top two centimeters is quite different.
For PM(1) > 10 percent information ancut lower layers is completely lost. Per-
haps, the ambiguity noted by Schmugge (ref. 1) for average moisture of 10 per-
cent can be partially explained in term: of the model's predictions.
APPLICATION 01' THE MODEL TO MFMR DATA
3ecause the dielectric coefficients at I. band frequencies of all of the
soil types of the Phoenix area are not available, it is impossible to compare
model prediction directly with 14FMR data. However, an indirect attempt has been
made using available TV and T  data for the April 5 flight. This attempt was in
the form of a scatter plot of T V - T  as a function of soil moisture. Prelimi-
nary results were not encouraging. Part of the difficulty arises from the fact
that the aircraft flew north on line 1 and south on line 2 while making
TV measurements. The opposite directions were flown while making T 1+ observa-
tions. Thus on line 1 we observed the cold side of ridges measuring T V and hot
side measuring T 11 , and vice versa on line 2. The effect is to diminish (T V - T1{}
observation on line 1 and enhance them on line 2. Sun angle effects on the
parameter (TV + T11)/2 should cancel.
As an example of this sun-angle effect consider observations made in
Fields 11 and 13. The soil of both fields is sandy clay loam. The moisture
profiles were similar and state of cultivation of the fields was identical.
The temperatures observed in field 11 (line 2) were TV = 292.1 and T. = 273.3,
wliile for field 13 (line 1) T V = 269.6 and Ti: = 276.1. A similar systematic
dimunition and enhancement of (T V - T H ) is found in all of the lines 1 and 2 ob-
servations. Evidence for a sun angle effect is also obvious in the lines 3 and
4 data but to a lesser extent due to the fact that the midday sun was shining
almost directly cat of the south. The average values of T V - TH and (TV + T1i)/2
for the four flight lines (Table III) show an enhancement of the polarization
difference along lines 2 and 4 and a dimunition alonr, lines 1 and 3. Within
a standard deviation, the intensity is the same along the four flight lines.
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'FABLE III.- AVERAGE VALUES; G T V - '1 ' H AND	 V + TN ) /2
FOR FOUR FLICIFF t INiZ
Line IF  _ 'rN
(Z.	 +	 T^-s
L9.6	 4,4 7g.t+	 9.y
11.2	 i	 4.7 83.Ei	 !	 s.`
4 Lb.74
	
5.2 1-181.2±5.6
Another pertubation comes t'rom thF scales of roughn,	 It is the
relatively large facets that can t y• ibut.e most to X band emir.. o„- Pending
further analysis of the roughness scales, it ser-ms (lu'ie irauo„t:ule to expect
that large scale roughness at X band may turn out to be smal l. an,i middle scale
at L band. This is not to say that, the model it inapllicable, rather that it
has riot been applied. Also the application in the arinlysir. of data +nay be f'ar
more subtle than the X band application.
CONCLUS?Oh
The radiative transfer equa;.ion to the problem of micr:-,wavr 	 from
layered, moist soils were applied. The predictions of the l,:,)le.} .arc con.peArea
with a mull set of X band observations and it was shown th-,,
1. Except for the case of flat surfaces the effect of :;, H'ucc roughnc: e:
is to change the effective look angle from 50 0 to ';ttj
2. The predicted slope for nadir look is consistent with previ,,ur'j
ported observations (Schmugge et al, 1974)
3. The model can be inverted to give the percent moisture in tht , op
layer
The third conclusion does not preclude the possibility of gaining infoei,i,+tion
about moisture in lower layers. We doubt that it can be known with the n,(-Ucacy
that we have of the top layer's moisture content.
One final result which deserves some stress concerns the role of t.ho-
parameters 1/2(T,, + T H ) and (T V - TH ). We }cave seen that these are tf,e
ponents of the summed, radiatively trzn:, 'e r red f-tokes rector:,. the d;st*ibutic.
of points on Figure 8 suggests tlia.l tn..-::c • ,_­nrerers onn ne	 'o make
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maximum use of polarization information (:^,Aained in the MIS data by way of
field classification. A cursory look of PMTS imagery suggests that these
parameters can be exploited to class ; fy various agricultural sceries.
The paper has not presented our model ns new. Rather using we1J estab-
lished principles, it has suggested heuristic n oethods by which information con-
tained in microwave data may be exploited to erhlnce our understanding of this
remote sensing technique.
APPENDIX
PROGRAM FOR BRIGIMESS TEMPI-,RA'I' ►JRPS
i 22
r	 ,
OINLN$ION Ut(a REE1101, TH11101, THjIiQ)jTV1;1Cj,TV[II0I
_	 J h€N}ION TCT I^It1Gr ISl ^ T ^ T^I SII T C C ^-^fL._--	 -
DIN[NStoN t(71,pt111,PN1^,21,T17,j)^:PSR 1 1.>t1,E^><I IT,21 ,^ 110 ^ 1,2^
----
1	 A110.7.21,6110.1121,XI191.Y110•7,21
DI M E N SION 4110.7121.5UM 1 10. 7.21. • RH 110,1,21,TNvIIU.7,21, T om I10,7`t
11,TbV110,1.11.RN110.7,21.RY110.7,11.PMO15,^1
CU MP LE X Efj(702)0	 C *V(10.1 0 21, R HOH 1 1 0 9 7. ,g1.	 RNUV110,11.0
INTEGER BAND
D A TA	 1111.Z I 2 1 ,Z131,I IM1 i1 1S1 .[ 1 110Z1 71/ 0-J 0_ 1000- 2. 00- .U.-V•0•
1	 -IS•0,'1•E6/
OA TL
	
DZ111. p 1 ( 2 1 .U1 1 l 1 .O1 1MI rpZ I S1.()1 ( 6 1	1/0, U.I@(',I U.3-U
1	 y.0,6.O11.E6/
DA T A PI /3• 1 4 1 5926 W
READ IS.IU001BAND
1000 FORMAT(151
C	 ENTER FIELD NUMBEk, SOIL TYP E. M OIS TUR E AYU TE MP E R A TUR E PftQf,Lty
READ(5.3911TCT(1),T(8(1)11.1,S)
J9 FOHMAT(lOF5.1)
I R EADI5.21 FN,KST,IIPM811.J),1 n 1051,J•1,2)
2 FVkMAT(A5.1S.10FS.1)
C	 FN • FIE L D NUMBER
C
	
We SOIL TYPE
C	 THE wU A NTITY PMB 15 T, 4 E AVERAGE PE R CEN T MUlb1UNE FOUND IN
C	 SLANLMANDIS I:RO UNp TR U TH ID-OK
C	 3 M ► 10J1. P E R CEN T MOISTURE IN ITH LAYER
C	 Tll..>>• TEMPERATURE MEASURED IN ITH LAYErt
C	 J • 1 SAMPLE F R OM TOP OF FURkO*
C	 J • 2 SAMPLE F R OM BOTTUM OF FUR0400
C	 KST • I	 SANDY CLAY LOAM
C	 KST • 2 CLA Y LOAM
C	 KST • 3
	 S A NDY CLAY
C	 KST • M	 CLAY
C If BANU 15 1 ME ARE U SEI N G L BAN')	 2 15 FOR X 0ANU
C	 I N I T IALIZE NEEpED MATRICES
Du ;83j•1.2
0t! 193  1. 1, 7
Du 1 6 3 K01910
► M(I•J1•0•0
VI TII.J1 . 090 IGP. ^d^T 041  K 1 • D . 0	 ,,L PAGE IS
TH21K)•0.0
TV21K1•D,U
EPSR(;.J)•l.o
EPS1111J )•0.0
EPi( I, J) • C MP L X	 IEP SR( l r,.. ,-.r51 ( I.J ) 1
SUM(Kll$j) • 0.0
2A a 1"I ..J ! - !- 1 ' 0 -	 --- -	 --	 - --- — --
TRHIK,I,J) • 1•Q
I p S TMYI K .I,JI • 1.0
RHOM(K,I,J)m(0.0.0.0)
RMoVIK.IiJ)•I0p010.C1
RMIK i I.J) • 0.0
RV1K,Il i) 0 —AA-9—
TOMI'( 9 1,J) • 0.0
183 TI)VIK 1 1,J) • 0•U
C	 BEC A USE THE SJIL T E M PER 4 TURES *ERE R E A D IN FR U M bOTTOM TO g0 ►
CIT 15 NECESSARY TO INVERT THE TEM P ERAT U RE vECTup.
	
THE CONREjTk0
C	 VECTOR IS GIVEN THE SAME TCCT OR TCCB,
--
	
	
T Ill • T C T ( 51 ---
	 -	 ---	 - —
TCCT12)•TCT(4)
23
TCCT131oICT13)
T(CT(14)•TCT12)
T(LCT15)'TCTI')
T,Ltl1l1.TCtl151
7 (L Lt,	 1•TCuI`'1
TCCB131•T 6(31
T,.CB14)•TLS(2)
TLCB151•TCtl(I
Do 4 1 1.111
4t T(I.J).3C•0
00 43 1 n j.6
Tll.11
	
.11l.l)
	 • TC(T ( 1-I ) 	273.0
43 11192
	
• T(1921	 +TCCdI ► -II • 273•
0u 46 1.1.1
Uu 46 1.216
46 PM(19J1•PMdll-1911Q  44 J•I 12
PM(7ojlePM169,1)
4M 7179JJ0T16.J)
GO lU (25091S1198AN;7
251 Gu TO 1)949595)9"ST
3 0  73 ua 191
0u 73 1.297
d6 1FIPP4119J)-5.0113913.13
l3 LPSR(19JJ•2.S•0.2471•PM119JI
EPSI(I•J)00.42
Gu T 	 71
13 EPSA ! 1.1) • 3 .4 31-0. 259.12M119J).0.069•PMtjrJ1•^,1-0•UU1•Pl1111J!•a3
EP51 I 111 ► • 2 . 20 7 -0 . 6 13 9• P MI Ir1 )• 0 0650PMIIrJ9••a-0•U01•PM(1•J)•i3
13 EPS111J)• IMPLA	 (EPSN(194)oLPS1119,y))
Gu TO 100
4 Ou 7 4 J n 1.1
U 
	
74 1.191
etl 11(PMI1.J)-8.0)14.24924
14 EPS9+11. j)a'-O+G.11425•PM119J)
EPSIII.J)•O.7S
Gu TO 74
j 44 EPSK I I J )• ' 3. 1 7 1 • 1 . 1°' •PMI 191 1 -0-C 1 2 • ( ' M11 . J 1•• 200oUOUJ•PM(11J1•.^
9	 kr5111rJ1^-5'^8t^1•(l07•PM 	 3y•PMII•J)••2+O.000S *FM 1J941••)
74 EPS(I•J) • CMrLX	 (EPSR(l•J)9EPS1(1•J))
Gu TO IOG
5	 U 	 75	 1:2
0  75 1 n 297
CFO
	
1i1PM(j.J)-bil5r15.2S
IS LPSRI^rJ ► • 2•S^ • ^2S • PMl I tJ)-	
-	 -	 -
EPSIIIrJ)^0.5•Q•QB.PM11rJ1
Gu TO 75
;i5
	
	 LP5RIl9J )•- 6 ► lAl+l•758• PhfleJl-0 . 051•oMfl • J)••1+0.00l •e Ml11J)••J
kP51119J1 n -6.321+1.264•PMtI1J'-O.G4A•PM(j9.':••2+0•000tl^PMIj•uJ••^
75 E9r S(I 9 J) n C1'1PLA	 1tPS R (I q j; 9EPS1 (j 9,J ) 1
._ -^0 T4- lo p . -
	
_	
- —	 --	 — --- --
2bo 00 91 4.11 2
Ot7 91
	 10297
EPSR(j9J) n 2.712+0.8036 • PM (Ioji-0.1313 • P M
 11911••1
I ♦0.0076199 PM (j1J)••3-0.0001170PMIj94)•94
EPSI I 111 ) '-0 . 0 8 9 7 5 + 0 . 248 6• P M (IrJ)-0 . 035 6 9•P M ;1911••1
$92•PM t it,1_^0*3_- 0_jQQZ0 2 ?O*P M - I l	 0014	 --- ----
91 EP5( I9J)•CMPLX(EPSR(1•J)1EPS11I9J)1
rT r
iC	 IN THIS PART OF THE PHOGR A Rr THE VALUES OF THL REAL A N D IMAUINARY
C	 IPARTS GF T HE WAVE VEC TO R AS W ELL AS THE EXTINCTION COLfFILIENT
C	 2ARL CA LC U L AT ED AS A F U NC T ION OF T HE A NGLE uF LMLRGLN^L.,_
160 00 64 J01,2
DU 64 1.1,7
DU 64 K41,10
OLGREE(K) - FLOAT(K-1)010_
X(K)-DEGRLE(K)-PI/180.0
YIK,I,)j:LPS R (IoJj-SI N 4X4K)1•-2	
-	
—	 •-	 ---
BIK,1,J)SORTIO,S-YIK,I,JI•II+SGRTII+IEPSIII,JI/1YIK,I,J111•-21)1
AIKIIIJ)•LPSIII,J)/l2,0•fI(K,1rJl1
IF (BAND-1) 111,111,112
III 6(K,I,J)WO,6•A(K,IrJ)
GO TO 64
112 G(K,1,Jl•4r48-A(K,I,J)
64 CeV(K,I,J) -CMPLX	 (b(K,l,J1,A(KrI,J))
DO 261 J-1,2
UU 261
	
191,6
DO 261 KIsIIID
RHUHIK,I,J)•ILWVIK,I,JI-CWVIKiI+I,JI)/(CWVIK,.I,JI+(WV(K,I+I,J))
RMIK,1rJ) • CABS ( RHOH(K,I,J))--2
	 ---•--
HHJVIK,IrJI•IEPSIIrJI•CWV(K,I+I,J)-EPS(I+I,JI+CWV(K,I,J))/(EP$(l,
IJ)•C„V(K,I+I,J)+EPS(I+I,J)-CWV(K,I,J11
261 NV I K,I,J ) • CA8SIRHOV(Krl,Jli9-2
C	 CALCULATE THE TR A NSMISSION F A CTOR FO R M AND V POLARIZATION$
C	 CALCULATE THE W EIGHTI N G FUNCTION, A(K,I,J)
OU 81 J • 112	 _	 •--_.
DO 8l 18297
DO 81 K-1r16
DU 81 M-2,1
THH(KrIrJ) • TRH(K,IIJ)+(I,.°. - RNIK,M-1,Jl)
82	 THVIK,I,J) • TRV(K.1,J )0 11 . 0 -RVIK,M-I,J11
SUM ( X,1,J ) • SUM ( K,IrJ) + G(K,l1-l,Jl • OZIM-1)	 ..	 _..	 r'.
81 W(KrI,JI • EXP(-SUMIK,I,JII
C	 CALCULATE THE BRIGHTNESS•TEMPERATJRE
DO 83 J-1,2
	 !'
OU 83 K1I,I0
TbH(K,I,J) • T(I,J)+RH(K,lrJl
b3 TbVIK,1,Jl • TII,J)-RVIKII,JI
DO 89 J•I,2
UO 84 1-2r7
DO d4 K•Ir10
TdH(K,IrJ)- TbHIK,I,JI + T(IrJI•W(K,I,J)•TM,9(KrI,JI-(I.O-LAPI-GIK,
I	 IrJ)•DZll11)-(1.O+RHIK,I,J)•EXPI-G(K,ItJ)•UZIII)1
T,rV(K,IrJ) •
 TbV(K,lnJ) + TIIrJI-WIK,IrJI•THVIK,I,J1-11,9-LAP(_-GIK,
l	 I,J1•D211111-11.0+RVlK,I,JI•EXV{-GIKrI,^!•UL(I11)
64 CONTINUE
'	 DU 99 K•1rIO
PAGE I8l
I59 THIIKI•THI(K).+TBH(K,I,I)
	
9RIGINALL	 p
TH21Kl • TN2IKI+TbH(K,1,2)
	 ®I+' POOR QUALM.
7VIIKI•TVI(K.)+TBVIK,IrII
TV21K)-TV2(K)+TBV1K, Ir2) 	 is
1	 [+l
	 ^i
IFII,LE.7) GO TO 159
99 CONTINUE	 it
WRITE16,331)
331 FURMAT(IHIr y
	Flv	 KST	 BAND
	 Prl
	
T-	 t,)
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l'
AK1TE(6,4501FNoK51.)iANO
4y 0 FUKMAT(A5021h)
*NITE(6,133)
133 FfdNMAT(1);m //)
	6mITE(6s45y)
	PMIT
0%kIIE(60b301
	
8 30 F„NMAT ( IM19'	 THH	 T13V
	
91)
NN I TE(6 1 1.321
1.lZ FUMMAT(IA# //)
MITE(t,8101 7(3	 Tev
bIJ FU04MAT(7410LI1.5^)/)
11NITF(6,15d)
	l y e FUMMAT(IHIt*	 T H I
	 TH 	 T l	 TyZ	 ^)
NkiTE(6jIj4)
13 4 FUK'IAT(IA9//)
rim ITE16,71 ► THI T H 2 1 VI T V 2
71 F UKMAT	 (10EI1-S/I
GU TO I
EIvU
'CMPILATION:
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f
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